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Offering a unique experience
to the younger generation

.

In the last year the
B@Pproject has
doubled in size, B@P3
construction has
started and B@P4has
been purchased.
Inspired by the
commitment everyone
in the team has, the
RoyalAeronautical
Society and Boeing UK
have joined forces to
What we're doing
provide funding and
With the registration ofG-TSOB
expertise for a school
(The Sp)rit of Brooklands), the RANS competition. The
winners will be
S6 of the UKYouth Build-a-PJane
has now been issued with its
provided with an
'Permit to Fly'by the LAA.
aircraft kit for their
school to build. In a new twist, further to
The aircraft is able to be
just building the plane the aim is to introtransported from event to event in
duce commercial aspects into the process.
a mobile 'hangar', which doubles
The students not actually building will have
up as an activity base. The aircraft
the task of managing affairs just as a
and various Educational activity
company would do. Buying,Stock Control,
materials form part of Brooklands
PR,Sales and Accounting become familiar by
Museum's educational outreach
the time the funds are returned to Boeing to
activities.
kickstart the next build at a new location.
The second kitplane B@P2,now
flying, is an Xair Hawk fitted with a
Jabiru engine of 85hp. Built by
young people in various groups in
Devon, it is called "The Spirit of
Devon Youth",the registration of
the machine is appropriately
G-SPDY.Along with "The Spirit of
Brooklands" it has been seen by
thousands of people all over the UK
providing a focal point for the
educational work ofthe volunteers,
sponsors and supporting
organisations ofthis fal1tastic
'... project.
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Stewart luck, the UKYouth Build a Plane
Project director
commented that the
project has attracted
the attention of some
serious people in the
last year and is likely
to influence a new
generation in the
future as they learn
new skills.
Stewart can be
contacted at
captainluck@hotmail.com
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